DYMAX EXCAVATOR WORK TOOLS
180° ROTATION LIMB SHEARS - 10-14” (25-36cm)
OVERVIEW
The Dymax Rotating Limb Tree Shear for Excavators is extremely efficient in right of
way maintenance for railroads and county highway departments.
The small, compact frame allows operators to shear limbs and trees in hard to reach
areas. Dymax Rotating Limb Shears are ideal for trimming around power lines and
tree pruning using excavators and backhoe loaders.
With 180° of hydraulic rotation, these shears will adjust to the limb. Like all Dymax
products, they are backed by the highest level of support in the industry.
Dymax Rotating Limb Tree Shears are available in 10” (25cm) or 14” (36cm) capacities.

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS
•

Small compact frame design, which is ideal in
hard-to-reach areas.

•

Super fast cycle time.

•

Heavy duty replaceable shear blade comprised of
high tensile steel.

•

Hoses and fittings are well protected from abusive
elements found in shearing applications.

•

180° hydraulic rotation setup through heavy duty
slewing ring bearing for long life.

•

10” or 14” diameter cutting capacity.

•

Features bolt on top assembly, allowing for
interchangability between various machine
manufacturers and sizes.

Weight Weight
lb
kg

Model #

Description/Max Shearing Diameter (in - cm)

DX-TS-RLS-10in-HX

Tree Shear, Limb Shear, 180° rotation (10in - 25.40cm)

1,200

544

DX-TS-RLS-14in-HX

Tree Shear, Limb Shear, 180° rotation (14in - 35.56cm)

2,100

953

Models require bi-directional (two-way) flow valve arrangement and lines group on excavator main pump. Dymax provides an electro-hydraulic
diverter valve kit for operating the rotation positioning. The electro-hydraulic diverter valve kit requires installation of wire, switch, and fuse.
Dymax Limb Shears feature bolt on top assemblies allowing for interchangability between various machine manufacturers and sizes.
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